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Abstract
The OneWind R Modelica Library1 [15] for coupled
wind turbine loads calculation developed at Fraunhofer IWES uses a structural element based on a modal
reduction method to model the motion and deformation of flexible wind turbine rotor blades and tower.
The degrees of freedom (DOF) are rigid body motions
and modal DOF. The ModalElement model allows the
simulation of coupling effects like bend-twist coupling
in wind turbine rotor blades and the structural behavior is dependent on the selected eigenmodes. This
paper gives an overview about the Modelica implementation of the theory of modal elements, the advantages over other methods (finite-elements), how the
ModalElement model is included into the OneWind R
Modelica Library, and how it is used for load calculation.
Keywords: modal, blade, OneWind, OneModelica,
load calculation, wind turbine loads, coupled wind
turbine simulation

1

Introduction and Motivation

lot computational costs, which are usually not suitable
for wind turbine simulation.
A modal reduction approach can dramatically reduce the number of DOF of the beam by transforming nodal coordinates to modal coordinates. This approach is based on the assumption that the displacement of the beam can be expressed as the superposition of a series of eigenmodes weighted with modal
coordinates.
The objective is to achieve the same accuracy as the
finite element method with less computational time.
This is a requirement for a wind turbine load calculation with a large number of load cases which are necessary for fatigue analysis. Therefore, the modal reduction method is used to create a structural element
in the Modelica programming language which can represent the motion and deformation of flexible components of a wind turbine. With the OneWind R Modelica Library, a package of necessary Modelica models for aero-servo-elastic wind turbine simulations is
finally available.

In wind turbine simulations, flexible multibody dynamics is widely used to describe the large motion and
flexible deformation of blades. A flexible multibody
system is based on the floating Frame of reference formulation. In a standard flexible multibody method, a
finite element discretization is often combined with the
multibody formulation to describe the beam flexibility. In the finite element method, the flexible beam is
discretized into several beam elements. Each element
is described with local shape functions weighted with
nodal displacements. The numerical accuracy of the
finite element method is dependent on the number of
elements. A large number of elements demand quite a

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the theoretical approach of flexible multibody
and concludes with the equation of motion in modal
coordinates. Section 3 shows the implementation of
the flexible multibody with modal reduction in Modelica. In Section 4, an overview of the OneWind R
Modelica Library with ModalElement model for rotor blades and tower is given. Moreover, the internal layout of wind turbine components is shown
with a focus on interaction between models. Section 5 shows results of wind turbine deflection with
the ModalElement model for flexible tower. Lastly,
1 Version 1.0 for onshore wind turbine load calculation was re- Section 6 concludes the presented work and gives an
leased and is now available under dual license model. For further outlook for further applications of the ModalElement
model.
information contact: info@onewind.de
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2

Flexible multibody with modal reduction

The ModalElement model is developed based on
multibody dynamics and a modal reduction approach.
The multibody system is based on the floating reference Frame. The floating reference Frame indicates
that the deformation of the body can be formulated
with respect to the corresponding body coordinate system, which moves together with the body. The absolute motion of an arbitrary point P on the body is defined by
rP = R + A(ū0 + ū f ),
(1)
where R represents the location of the origin of the
body reference, A is a transformation matrix, ū0 is the
local position vector in undeformed state, and ū f is the
deformation vector.
The representation of a deformable body in the
world Frame requires 6 + N DOF, which includes 6
rigid translational and rotational DOF and N flexible
DOF
q = [qr q f ]T = [R θ q f ]T ,
(2)
where θ are the orientation angles of the reference
Frame and q f is the N-dimensional vector of flexible
DOF. In the Modelica model, q f is formulated based
on the finite element method and thus, q f represents
the nodal displacements in the reference Frame.
Using the principle of virtual work [14], the equations of motion for a flexible body in a multibody system can be described as
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is calculated in the preprocessing with OneModelica
(see Section 4.6).
Equation (4) can be rewritten in the matrix form as
q f = φY,

(5)

where Y are the modal coordinates and φ is the eigenvector matrix given by
φ = [φ1

φ2

...

φn ].

(6)

This procedure is the modal displacement superposition method. The number n represents the number of
DOF in modal analysis. According to the characteristics of modal analysis, the first several modes dominate
the contribution to the displacement field. A proper
selection of these modes leads to a good approximation of displacements with a small number of DOF.
For example, if m eigenmodes are selected, q f can be
described approximately by
q f ≈ φmYm .

(7)

Using the eigenvector matrix as the modal transformation matrix, Equation (3) can be written in terms of
modal coordinates as
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where all matrices related to flexible DOF are modal
reduced if the number of modal coordinates Ym is less
than the number of nodal coordinates q f .

A modal approach is implemented in the Modelica
model to reduce the size of the system. In the modal
3 Implementation in Modelica
approach, the specified displacement fields are formulated with the eigenvectors of a series of eigenmodes. A flexible multibody model with modal reduction has
The generalized displacement expression can be writ- been implemented by using the Modelica language.
ten as
This model is named ModalElement (see Figure 1)
n
q f = ∑ φkYk ,
(4) in the OneWind R Modelica Library. Frame_a and
k=1
Frame_b are the interfaces which are used to connect
where φk is the eigenvector in the kth mode and Yk is to other structural components. Frame_c is the interthe generalized modal coordinate in the kth mode. The face which is used to connect external loads.
modal coordinate is time dependent, which is solved
The modal shape matrix, the modal reduced stifftogether with the multibody system. The eigenvector ness matrix, and the modal reduced mass matrix are
940
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reference, and the forces with other components. The
deformation displacements of the flexible multibody
model are not accessible externally.
The boundary condition for ModalElement is the
“clamped-free” boundary condition. In this model all
six flexible DOF are fixed at the root of the beam. Both
displacements and rotations are equal to zero as
q f 1 = q f 2 = q f 3 = q f 4 = q f 5 = q f 6 = 0.

3.2

Figure 1: ModalElement icon

model M o d a l E l e m e n t S u r f a c e
extends Modelica . Mechanics . MultiBody . Visua
lizers . Advanced . Surface ( redeclare function
s u r f a c e C h a r a c t e r i s t i c = OneWind . BeamElement .
F l e x i b l e M u l t i b o d y . B eamVis ualize r . BeamVisua
lizer (
radius = radius ,
extra =1 ,
r = r_i ,
qf = qf ,
angle = angle ,
der_angle = der_angle ,
scalingFactor = scalingFactor ));
parameter Integer nl " number of visualiza tion points along length " ;
parameter Real scalingFactor " scaling fac tor to visualize deformation " ;
input Modelica . SIunits . Position r_i [ nl ,3]
" initial Position of visualization points " ;
input Modelica . SIunits . Distance qff [ nl ,3]
" displacements of visualization points " ;
input Modelica . SIunits . Angle angle [ nl ,3]
" angle at visualization points " ;
input Modelica . SIunits . A ng ul a rV el o ci ty
der_angle [ nl ,3] " angular velocity at visu alization points " ;
end M o d a l E l e m e n t S u r f a c e ;

parameter Real phi [ divisions *6 , nModes ]
= modalEleme n t D a t a . phiMatrix ;
parameter Real m o d a l R e d u c e d S t i f f n e s s M
atrix [ nModes , nModes ]= m o d a l E l e m e n t D a t a .
modalReducedStiffnessMatrix ;
parameter Real m o d a l R e d u c e d M a s s M a t r i x
[ nModes , nModes ]= m o d a l E l e m e n t D a t a . modal
Re duc edM ass M a t r i x ;

Listing 1: Modal reduced representations
Dynamic equations (see Equation (8)) of
ModalElement with damping are implemented
in Modelica language as follows:
M * ddQ + D * dQ [7:6+ nModes ] + K * Q [7:6+ nModes ]
+ CqT [1:6+ nModes ,:]* lambda = Qe + Qv ;

Listing 3: 3D ModalElement animation

Listing 2: Dynamics equations

Boundary conditions

To solve a finite element problem, suitable boundary
conditions are defined in the finite element system.
In a pure finite element system, boundary conditions
are usually enforced externally. However, in our flexible multibody formulation, boundary conditions are
enforced internally in the model. This is because the
floating Frame only exchanges the location of the origin of the body reference, the orientation of the body
DOI
10.3384/ECP14096939

Animation

Animation is an important feature in wind turbine simulation. The immediate visual feedback about the dynamic behavior of the wind turbine helps the user with
troubleshoot during a simulation. The 3D animation
of ModalElement is realized by using the Surface
function in Dymola with the following code:

calculated in Java in a preprocessing step due to problems with calculating large matrices in Modelica (the
details are described in Section 4.6).
The input modal reduced representations of the
model are as follows:

3.1

(9)

4

OneWind R Modelica Library for
coupled flexible wind turbine simulation

The OneWind R Modelica Library is based on the
MultiBody Library from the Modelica Standard Library and contains all models for aero-servo-elastic
load simulation. The models are grouped according
to wind turbine components as seen in Figure 2 for an
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exchanged in WindTurbine while extending from the
OnshoreWindTurbine model. To ensure subtype
compatibility, models that represent one turbine component extend the same partial model, which contain a
replaceable, basic parameter record definition, and the
external interface (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Inheritance concept for subtype compatibilFigure 2: Onshore wind turbine with corresponding ity
component instances and interaction

onshore wind turbine. This Figure shows the model
instances and corresponding interaction for the main
wind turbine components: the rotor (with the subcomponents of blade and hub), the tower, the nacelle (with
the subcomponents of drivetrain and generator), operating control, and the wind. The corresponding Modelica model for the main wind turbine components is
written as:

4.1

Rotor model

The rotor model is the most important component
of the wind turbine since it transforms wind velocity
through aerodynamic lift to torque, which drives the
electrical generator.

model WindTurbine
extends OneWind . O n s h o r e W i n d T u r b i n e
(
// === rotor ===
redeclare OneWind . RotorModal rotor
// === tower ===
, redeclare OneWind . TowerModal tower
// === nacelle ===
, redeclare OneWind . NacelleRigid nacelle
// === operating control ===
, redeclare OneWind . Control o p e r a t i n g C o n t r o l
// === wind ===
, redeclare OneWind . WindTurbulent wind
);
end WindTurbine ;

Listing 4: Modelica representation of Figure 2
To simulate at different levels of detail, several
models for almost every wind turbine component
are available. To exchange component models, the
Modelica concept of replacing classes in the modifier with redeclare (with corresponding replaceable),
as seen in Listing 3 and Listing 4, is used. The
model OnshoreWindTurbine contains the declaration of instances of necessary wind turbine component models with all connections. These models are
942

Figure 4: Different layout between the modal and finite element model and interaction between the structure model and the aerodynamic model in the rotor
blade model
The rotor blade model consists of two main components which are connected via the Frame connector:
the aerodynamic load element and the structure ele-
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ment. In Figure 4, the connector scheme and the interaction between the structure model and the aerodynamic model is shown. The rotor blade models differ
in regards to their structural part. The ModalBlade
model consists of only one structure element, the
ModalElement model, whereas the FEMBlade modal
consists of n structure elements (in case of the NREL
5-MW reference wind turbine [7], n is 17 per blade
and 11 for the tower). The structure elements are internally connected to the blade root, the blade tip, and
to the aerodynamic load element through the use of
the Frame connector. All rotor blade models extend
a PartialBlade model, where the aerodynamic load
element model is defined as well as the external interface root Frame, tip Frame, and the specific connector
StructureWind, which is used to connect the wind
velocity and position to the aerodynamic load element.
4.1.1 Wind models
Deterministic and stochastic wind models are available. Deterministic wind uses several gust models.
The stochastic wind data is read from binary or ASCII
file in TurbSim [8] format.
All wind models consider the effect of the tower on
wind velocity: in case of upwind, the potential flow
method is applied and in case of downwind, an empirical model is used. Furthermore, exponential or logarithmic wind shear and vertical and horizontal inclination angle are accounted. The wind velocity is given
as an input to the StructureWind connector.
All available wind models fulfill requirements defined in IEC 61400-3 [5].

4.1.3

Blade models

Blade models differ in regards to their representation
of flexible body motion. The ModalBlade model uses
modal degrees of freedom, the FEMBlade model based
on the Bernoulli beam element formulation uses 6 degrees of freedom at each node, and the RigidBlade
model has no flexibility at all (only rigid body motion).
The flexible blades consider centrifugal stiffening and
pre-twist. All formulations are linear which are the
standard in wind turbine load calculations. Non-linear
formulations for large deflections but small deformations are under development.
Aerodynamic loads from the aero load Frame connector act as external forces and moments and lead to
the rotation of the blades. The resulting forces and moments are transferred to the blade root Frame connector. Aero-Structure-Coupling enables the simulation
of the coupling between the rotor blade deflection and
the aerodynamic load calculation.

4.2

Tower models

As for blade models, rigid and flexible models are
available for the tower. The structure is basically the
same: on the outside, the tower consists of a bottom
Frame, a tip Frame, and load Frame connectors along
its vertical length. Internally, the tower consists of the
structure elements for load and deflection calculation
and load elements for the calculation of the aerodynamic drag force from the wind. The connections are
realized via Frame connectors (except for wind which
uses a specific connector similar to the rotor model).

4.1.2 Aerodynamic models

4.3

Inside the aerodynamic load element, the
StructureWind connector delivers the wind velocity which is used to calculate aerodynamic forces
and moments. The aerodynamic load calculation
uses either the blade element momentum theory
(BEM, described in [11], [2], and extended in [1],
[3]) or the general dynamic wake (GDW, described
in [4], [16]) method. The BEM is implemented as
an iterative algorithm while the GDW is a set of
differential equations. For the BEM, corrections for
the dynamic wake and the dynamic stall can be used.
Dynamic stall correction is also available for GDW.
The aerodynamic forces and moments are given as an
input to aero load Frame connector.

The operating control system is implemented as discrete algorithms based on [7] and consists of a PIpitch algorithm to control the power production above
rated rotor rotation speed and a generator-torque controller which requests the counter torque from the electrical generator due to rotor torque. A single pole,
low pass speed filter with cut-off frequency of 0.25
Hz transfers the continuous generator rotation speed
signal to a discrete signal for control logic. For communication of control signals between sensors inside
the wind turbine components and operating control,
the SignalBus and the SignalSubBus connectors are
used to build a hierarchic network of expandable connectors (as described in [9]).

DOI
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Offshore wind turbine components

Phase

4.5

Interfaces between component models

The OneWind R Modelica Library basically uses three
types of interfaces:
• Modelica Frame connector,
• Modelica Flange connector,
• Component specific connector.
The Frame connector is utilized whenever loads are
exchanged between different models and so does the
aerodynamic load element calculate forces and moments from wind velocity using an aerodynamic theory. The transfer between aerodynamic load element
and rotor blade is done via a Frame connector.
The Flange connector is used for a limited degree
of freedom representation of the drivetrain dynamics
and transfers the torque and angle from the rotor to the
electrical generator.
Additionally, user-defined connectors are used to
transfer specific information between models that are
not covered by the Frame or Flange connector. Figure 4 exemplarily shows a user defined connector
that transfers the wind velocity and position along
the structure components to the corresponding aerodynamic load element.

4.6

OneWind R Modelica
OneModelica

Library

with

The Modelica IDE OneModelica [12], which is based
on the Eclipse RCP framework, is being developed at
Fraunhofer IWES. Figure 5 illustrates the workflow of
the Modelica model development with OneModelica.
Modelica models can be developed by reusing models from libraries like the Modelica Standard Library
and the OneWind R Modelica Library. Both libraries
are integrated into OneModelica by default. Additionally, OneModelica also provides functionality for
the generation of turbulent wind (according to Kaimal
[6]). Input files for Modelica models are generated in
2 http://www.ieawind.org/about_co-operative_agree.html
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Pre

text

Simulate

Several physical models in the Modelica language for
the dynamics of offshore wind turbines and the modeling of water and waves are under development. Fraunhofer IWES is a participant of IEA Wind and the Cooperative Agreement2 with OC3 [17] and OC4 [10]
projects to compare offshore wind turbine simulation
codes, where the developed models for offshore wind
turbine simulation are verified (see [18]).

Tool
MyModel.mo

Post

4.4

block

model MyModel
equation
c + a*der(b)=0;
end MyModel;

OW Modelica Lib

OneModelica
Dymola
OpenModelica

Modelica Std Lib
Flatten
X-Compile
Simulate

MyModel.csv/.mat

Figure 5: Modelica workflow with OneModelica

binary or ASCII format. The transformation of structure components into model reduced representations
has been implemented in Java. This was necessary due
to problems with large matrices when calculating the
eigenfrequencies directly in Modelica.
In OneModelica, input models for the transformation are automatically recognized and a marker is
added to the model files. Input models need to be of
type record and must extend the record ModalInput
which is included in the OneWind R Modelica Library.
By right-clicking on the model file, the user can open
the transformation dialog and provide a path and file
name for the generated modal representation.
The record ModalInput defines distributed structural properties. At the user defined record level, parameters have to be redefined and the needed information for the FEM structure model have to be provided.
In this way, the usage of the same data for modal and
finite element model is ensured. The parameters are
then extracted from the Modelica file and used by the
transformation code developed with Java. The generated Modelica record with modal data contains the
modal reduced mass and the stiffness matrix as well
as the eigenforms and can be used with modal components. Changes in the structure model can easily be
transferred to the modal component by the regeneration of the modal record.
The same workflow is used for the generation of turbulent wind data. A template record must be extended
and parameterized. The generated wind file can then
be used by a Modelica wind field generator that is included in the OneWind R Modelica Library. The user
can re-use the generator and provide a path to the generated wind file.
Besides the described functionality, OneModelica
supports several Modelica simulation tools for doing
the flattening, compiling, and simulation and several
simulations can be run in parallel. After a simula-
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Figure 6: Transforming structure models to modal format

tion, the results are transferred back to OneModelica
for post processing. Simulation settings and results
are stored. The latest enhancement in OneModelica
is an integrated framework for the automatic Modelica
model testing [13].

5

Simulation Results

In the following section, simulation results with flexible wind turbine components are presented. All mentioned results were computed in Dymola3 .
Figure 7 compares the deflection obtained with
the ModalTower model and the finite element based
TubularTowerModel model at the tower top Frame
connector in the x- (downwind) and y-direction (sideto-side). The tower model is parametrized according to the NREL 5-MW reference wind turbine with
the addition of a constant three dimensional force at
the tower top. Both flexible models oscillate at the
same frequency at each respective direction. The
ModalTower model results strongly depend on the
number of modes. The selected modes from the modal
reduction must be able to represent the motion, which
are enforced to the structure by external loading. Table 1 shows the error for a selection of eigenmodes
(for a detailed view on convergence of error up to 30
Modes, see Figure 8). The reference is always the finite element model. Since the first eigenmode is only
a 1-directional bending mode, it can only represent
the bending in x-direction. Using more than 6 modes
causes the error to drop below 1% in both directions.
This means that 6 flexible (modal) DOF are enough
3 Dymola

to represent the deflection of the ModalTower with almost the same accuracy as with TubularTowerModel.
A reduced number of DOF will result in less computational time, especially with coupled wind turbine simulation.
To compare CPU-time, the load simulation of a
aero-servo-elastic wind turbine is utilized. The model
is parametrized according to the NREL 5-MW reference wind turbine. For the tower, the ModalTower
model with six eigenmodes or the finite element
based TubularTowerModel model is used. Integration algorithms are DASSL and Euler mixed4 . For
ModalElement based models, it is possible to choose
Rkfix45 , which is not possible for the finite element
model where no solution is found. Table 2 contains
the results. As mentioned before, a reduced number
in flexible DOF result in a reduction of computational
time. The increase in simulation performance depends
on the integration algorithm and lies between 300%
and 550% for Euler mixed and DASSL. With Rkfix4,
the simulation reaches real-time abilities.

6

Conclusion

This paper describes the approach and the implementation of a flexible structure element based on a modal
reduction method in the Modelica programming language and its integration into the OneWind R Modelica Library for aero-servo-elastic load simulations of
wind turbines.
The ModalElement model delivers comparable
structural behavior as the finite element model. The
4 Mixed

2014 FD01, http://www.dymola.com
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4th order integration algorithm

5 Runge-Kutta
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Figure 7: Tower top deflection: upper plot shows downwind displacement, lower plot shows side-to-side displacement

Figure 8: Simulation error for different numbers of Eigenmodes
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models oscillate with the same frequency. The error in
deflection calculation drops below 1% beginning from
the use of 6 eigenmodes. At this configuration, the
simulation results are almost the same as with the fiTable 1: Simulation error for different number of nite element model and are available at a fraction of the
eigenmodes; range: 1 mode (1-10) and 5 modes (10- finite element model computational time (see Table 2).
Therefore, the ModalElement model is applicable for
30)
No. of Modes x-Deflection [m] Error [%]
the load simulations of a flexible wind turbine.
1
1.9292E-03
5.989
The next step will be the application of the
..
..
..
ModalElement
model on substructure components for
.
.
.
offshore wind turbine simulations and the integra5
2.0445E-03
0.371
tion to the OneWind R Modelica Library together with
..
..
..
.
.
.
models for water and waves. Further development of
10
2.0488E-03
0.161
the OneWind R Modelica Library aims to add:
15
2.0504E-03
0.083
• A structure element model for large deflections
20
2.0516E-03
0.028
and large rotations,
25
2.0518E-03
0.018
• A state-machine based supervisory control,
30
2.0519E-03
0.012
• An interface for Bladed-style DLL for the conFEM
2.0521E-03
troller,
No. of Modes y-Deflection [m] Error [%]
• Real-time capability for a coupled flexible wind
turbine simulation.
1
8.1974E-14
100.0
1.2862E-03
5.9901
2
3
1.3526E-03
1.1315
Acknowledgements
..
..
..
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.
6
..
.

1.3630E-03
..
.

0.3713
..
.

9
10
15
20
25
30
FEM

1.3659E-03
1.3659E-03
1.3670E-03
1.3675E-03
1.3679E-03
1.3679E-03
2.0521E-03
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